Lower School Homework
Blue Abyss
Given out: Monday 10th September 2018
Due in: Monday 15th October 2018
This half term we are focusing on Asia (specifically India, China and
Japan) and Forces. For your homework for the next few weeks you need
to choose at least one of the ideas from the list below and complete it.
The choice is yours! You can present it any way you like; PowerPoint,
Artwork, Photographs.
After the stunning efforts of last term’s homework, we look forward to
seeing this term.
What is gravity? Go
Cook a meal from
Draw and label a
on…find out! You
Asia. Record the
diagram of a Samurai
could create an
ingredients, take
Warrior
experiment e.g. do
pictures of you
heavier objects fall
cooking it and the final
quicker than lighter
meal.
objects?
Create fact cards about Learn a poem about Visit your local library
the India, Japan or
Asia and recite it to
and find non-fiction
China in a Top
the class e.g. Julia
books about forces
Trumps style or design Donaldson’s ‘Magic
(pushing, pulling,
a board game about Paintbrush’ or create a
magnets, gravity,
Asia.
Haiku.
friction). Make a fact
file or presentation.
Create some art
Write a story about an Make a tourist leaflet
representing a Chinese
adventure in India;
for people visiting the
Dragon. A drawing,
perhaps in the jungle
Great wall of China.
sculpture, painting or
with elephants and
perhaps a collage.
tigers or a trek in the
Himalayas.
You will get the opportunity to share your work with your class and
parents on Thursday 18th October 2018 at 3.15pm
Turn over for this half term’s vocabulary.

Year 3 Vocabulary
Week 2 & 3
(10/9/18 & 17/9/18):
Hindu
Buddhism
Himalayas
Mosque
Nirvana
Week 4 & 5
(24/9/18 & 1/10/18):
Emperor
Beijing
Mandarin
Confucius
Dynasty
Week 6 & 7
(8/10/18 & 15/10/18):
Tokyo
Samurai
Shintoism
Kimono
Sushi

Please spend some time familiarising your child with these words, what
they mean and how to spell them. The children will be quizzed in class
and in assemblies.

